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Presented by Tim West
Field CTO, deepwatch

Professional Background: ~15 Years Cyber
• ~4 Years building deepwatch
• 5 Years Consulting for F2000s
• 5 Years Information Security @ ESI
• Prior experience as IT professional

Exciting Engagements:
• Acting CISO for largest HIPAA Fine (~$5M) 
• Security for manned-space missions for Tony 

Stark Company
• Multiple engagements for FANG companies

Quick Intro



1.Talk about Cybersecurity Trends (Problem)

2.Explain the Recurring Gap Areas and How 
Project Managers Can Improve Your 
Organization’s Cybersecurity (Solution)
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Agenda
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Cybersecurity Problems
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Gratuitous Headlines!
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https://www.informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/worlds-biggest-data-breaches-hacks/
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2021 Verizon Data Breach Investigation Report
29,207 Security Events Reported --- 5,258 confirmed data breaches

https://enterprise.verizon.com/resources/reports/2021/2021-data-breach-investigations-report.pdf
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Ransomware Basics
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Ransomware Financial Impact

https://enterprise.verizon.com/resources/reports/2021/2021-data-breach-investigations-report.pdf
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2700 Surveyed IT Professionals

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/ransomware-victims-hit-on-average-by-two-attacks-per-year/
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The Takeaway
Attackers are mostly opportunistic, they focus on 

vulnerable targets (technologies)

As such, the “I’m not an interesting target” 
perspective is a fallacy

Attackers are focused on financial gains, not destruction or 
fame and find you after they’ve gotten a means to extort you
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What Problems Can You 
Help Solve?
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#1: 
Cybersecurity Investments Are 

Poorly Implemented and 
Maintained

1 Significant Areas for Improvement



15 https://www.cnbc.com/2021/09/08/microsofts-20-billion-and-cybersecuritys-big-spending-problem.html
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This is Reality

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/09/08/microsofts-20-billion-and-cybersecuritys-big-spending-problem.html
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#2:
Cybersecurity Audits Have 

Questionable Results

2 Significant Areas for Improvement
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Aren’t We All Regulated?



• We’re all undergoing more audits with a cyber component:
– SOX
– HIPAA/HITECH
– PCI
– NYDFS
– GLBA
– GDPR/CCPA
– FFIEC
– FISMA/FEDRAMP/NIST RMF

• See previous Breach Data. Not well studied due to sensitivity of topic 
(opinion)
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Circular Logic



• Project managers are regularly engaged to 
implement new technologies/processes or to 
assist in fulfilling audit requests or regulatory 
needs

• Project Managers can play a key role in the 
success of both of these areas
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Summary
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How Project Managers 
Can Help



1. Get Attached to Cyber Projects

2. Create Measurable Success Criteria for any Cyber Project:
1. Network Security – % of enforcement features configured 
2. Identity & Access Management – users enrolled and configured correctly
3. Endpoints – agents deployed and policy enforcements enabled
4. Cloud – configured use cases for all in-scope environments

3. Define Specific Evidence as Project Close Requirement
1. Engineer X has to show data on above data points
2. Test criteria are even better - we prove out cyber projects in a lab/proof of concept 

then roll out to the organization but never validate it worked at scale
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How Project Managers Can Help



4. Get Familiar with 
Threat Modeling: 

Threat modeling is a 
framework for thinking 
about what can go wrong, 
and the foundation for 
everything a security 
professional does.
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How Project Managers Can Help

https://www.linkedin.com/learning/learning-threat-modeling-for-security-professionals/develop-secure-
products?autoAdvance=true&autoSkip=false&autoplay=true&resume=true



5. Learn Modern Security Principles
Beyond threat modeling, there’s a number of modern techniques 
that help build security into the design of projects:
- Devsecops (securing devops practices)

- Cloud security (see Cloud Security Aliance work)

- FAIR (Factor Analysis of Information Risk); good for doing 
quantitative analysis of “will this security control actually solve a 
business problem”

- Zero Trust Security models: effectively rethinks security in a 
remote world
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How Project Managers Can Help

https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/research/cloud-controls-matrix/
Find the rest of the books on Amazon

https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/research/cloud-controls-matrix/


6. Recognize All Capex and No Opex Means No Security Value
1. Cybersecurity always has a “run” component but projects rarely fund it
2. Investments without a “run” investment will achieve 0 value
3. Two options: headcount or third party; choose one

7. Accept That You Will Struggle to Implement This Well –
1. Seriously, you will fail to implement anything worth $100K or more with 

internal resources
2. Pay for Implementation Services; No conflict of interest but seriously, 100% of 

past clients have at least 1 cybersecurity product incorrectly implemented; some 
have all (millions spent but limited/no value)
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How Project Managers Can Help



8. Training is Still a Big Deal
1. Rarely do projects include training in 

their BOM
2. Buy it! Negotiate it in! It’s <5% of your 

project spend
3. I can guarantee a new product in your 

environment will have at most 1 
sophisticated user

4. Include completed training in Success 
Criteria 
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How Project Managers Can Help
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How Project Managers Can Help
9. Time is Not On Your Side

1. Cyber projects get funded after bad things happen
2. Executives are antsy to get things done because Board pressure
3. Solution 1: seek outside help; get or research partnerships in advance
4. Solution 2: manage scope hard to ensure value attainment & report up

10. All Your Vendor Management Skills Will Help You
1. 4 of my Topics so far have mentioned potentially seeking outside help
2. Improve your vendor management/sourcing skills
3. Brush up on ”third party risk” as it relates to cyber

1. https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2021/02/11/understanding-the-third-party-impact-on-cybersecurity-
risk/?sh=244a56c07089
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How Project Managers Can Help
11. Communications Plans Win Cyber Projects

1. Cyber projects are hard, disruptive, complicated, and costly
2. If cyber projects are sensitive, keeping executives engaged is key
3. The more you manage up, the more success you’ll find in getting and 

achieving support through the hard times (change windows/testing)
4. Beyond communicating up, stakeholders that have to “do the work” are 

the other obstacle to success; giving them a good idea of your WBS 
early so they can allocate resources will be key when it comes to 
implement
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How Project Managers Can Help
12. Regarding Audits

1. Seek executive buy-in to aim higher than the compliance goal
Example:

2. Better approach: Project Charter includes the specific features and 
configurations to ensure that XYZ security threats (ransomware) are 
enabled and validated as part of the project
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How Project Managers Can Help
13. Even Better for Audits

1. Consider technical testing for any elements deemed critical to the 
business (really for any security control implementation)

2. Third party (internal/external) can test the environment after 
implementation

3. Bake in time for the remediation of the testing (you spend 6 months 
planning, procuring, implementing, testing) then 1 week to fix the 
finding? Even with modern techniques baked in up front, defects will 
occur and you will still need to fix things if you properly test what you 
do.



Project Managers can and should play a 
critical role in improving cybersecurity in 

our organizations and can positively 
impact the breach statistics shared here
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In Summary

Tim.west@deepwatch.com

linkedin.com/in/timothywest

https://www.linkedin.com/in/timothywest

